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FBT OVERVIEW



RELEVANT DATES FOR FBT

1 APR 2021 
to 

31 MAR 2022

25 JUN
2022

21 MAY
2022

25 JUN
2022

FBT
Year

FBT
Payment Due

FBT RETURN DUE
Without agent, or 
If not lodging
(notice of non-lodgement required)

EXTENSION
With agent



2022 FBT RATES

FBT Rate 
unchanged from 2021 

To 47%
From 

1  APRIL 
2018

FBT Gross-up Rates 
unchanged from 2021

From 1 APRIL 2018
Type 1: 2.0802
Type 2: 1.8868

Reportable Rate      1.8868



2022 FBT CAPS

PBI and HPC cap

$30,000
TV Type 1 $14,421
TV Type 2 $15,899

Additional cap $5,000
TV Type 1 $2,403
TV Type 2 $2,649

Hospitals/PAS cap

$17,000
TV Type 1 $8,172
TV Type 2 $9,009



2022 RELEVANT FBT THRESHOLDS

FBT Exemption or Benefit 2022 Threshold

FBT reportable fringe benefits threshold $2,000

FBT commercial car parking threshold 1 April 2021 $9.25

S.58P – Minor benefit exemption threshold Less than $300

S.58Q – Long Service Awards (‘LSAs’) exemption threshold $1,000 
+ [$100 + (Years of service – 15 years]

S.62 – In-house benefits reduction threshold $1,000 per employee

S.58R – Safety Awards exemption threshold $200 per employee



Penalty for failure to lodge the FBTR $210 - $5,250
Significant Global Entity (SGEs) – late lodgment penalty minimum $111,000! 

Log book for each motor vehicle 
using the operating cost method

Documentation
& declarations 
required

Odometer reading – Log book 
method
LAFHA declarations
available on request

Loan
fringe benefit declaration

Expense
payment declarations

2022 FBT DOCUMENTATION



2022 FBT OVERVIEW 
Entertainment (Actual Method)

Can we apply an exemption?
• Exempt minor benefit
• Exempt property benefit
• Exempt taxi Travel

 NO FBT payable
 NO Tax Deduction
 NO GST ITC

 NO FBT payable
 NO Tax Deduction
 NO GST ITC

 YES FBT payable (Subject to otherwise deductible)
 YES Tax Deduction
 YES GST ITC

Who have you provided entertainment to?
(to employees / associates)

Clients / SuppliersEmployees

NO

YES



2022 FBT OVERVIEW 
Meal Entertainment (50:50 Method)

Have you elected to use the 50/50 Split Method YES

See previous slide on actual method

 Exemptions can reduce the taxable value

 Employee contributions can reduce taxable 
value

? Can you achieve a better result than 50/50 
method or 12-week register?

 Only pay FBT on 50% of entertainment

? Claim 50% of GST Credits and tax deductions on 
entertainment

 Exemptions don’t reduce the taxable value

 Employee contributions don’t reduce taxable value

NO



COMMON TYPES OF EXEMPT BENEFITS

LAFHA

Primarily for 
work Purposes

Minor benefits 
exemption

Relocation 
Temporary 

Accommodation

Otherwise deductible:
Exempt fees and 

subscriptions to Journals

Food and drink 
consumed on the 

business premises 
on a working day

Taxi Travel

Work related 
expenses

Small Business 
Parking 

Number of 
devices per 
employee



WHAT’S NEW IN 2022



The ATO have issued two new guidelines which allow 
us to distinguish between an employee travelling 
overnight on work & an employee living away from 
home.

In addition to the previous requirements set out by the 
ATO being satisfied, an employee will be deemed to 
be travelling overnight on work if the following two new 
guidelines are met (PCG 2021/3):

1. The employee is away at the same work 
location no more than 21 calendar days at a 
time continuously. 

2. The employee is away at the same work 
location for no more than 90 calendar days in 
total in an FBT year. 

IS YOUR EMPLOYEE TRAVELLING 
OVERNIGHT ON WORK OR LAFH?



• A car parking fringe benefit may arise where employees are 
receiving free on-site parking at their place of employment 
if the place of employment is within 1 kilometer of a 
commercial parking station – the new ATO ruling has 
expanded the scope as to what constitutes a ‘Commercial 
parking station’. 

• NEW RULING (TR 2021/2): Parking facilities such as those 
at shopping centers, hospitals & stadiums, whereby the 
primary intention of the carparks usage is not for all day 
parking  (I.e. where the parking facility has cheap rates or 
no rates altogether for short term parking and penalty rates 
for all-day parking), are now considered to be commercial 
parking stations. 

• Applicable in the 2023 FBT year (1 April 2022 onwards). 

Recent Announcement: As of 29th March 2022, the Morrison 
Government have announced a potential repeal of the 
abovementioned new ruling, with an aim to revert back to the 
previous definition of a commercial carpark. 

CAR PARKING BENEFITS – RECENT LAW CHANGES CLEAR 
UP THE DEFINITION OF A ‘COMMERCIAL PARKING STATION’



CAR PARKING BENEFITS – PROPOSED CHANGES
FROM 1 APRIL 2022 - TR 2021/2

Shopping 
Centres

Hospitals UniversitiesHotels Airports Sports 
Stadium’s

Commercial Parking Stations will also include:

Penalty rates imposed – not commercial parking



Re-leasing Cars – New Guidelines for 
Determining the Residual Value 

• The ATO have released new guidelines regarding the 
lease residual value for a car where this lease has been 
extended. 

• Where a car is leased for a period of time & then at the 
end or during this initial lease, the lease is extended for a 
further period - the calculation of the minimum residual 
value of the car is now based on the “total leased period” 
rather than the “term of the lease”, 

• The minimum residual value should therefore be 
calculated using the cost of the asset at the 
commencement of the initial lease period, rather than at 
the start of each extended lease period which was the 
case under the old guidelines.  

(TD 93/142)



THE IMPORTANCE OF DOCUMENTING 
SALARY PACKAGING ARRANGEMENTS  

• Whilst there is no legal requirement to do so, the recent 
“Hartley v FCT” case highlights the importance of having 
packaging arrangements appropriately documented, by way of 
a written agreement. 

• Having written agreements in place will help to ensure the 
following:

o The rights & obligations of both the employer and 
employee will be clearly set out, reducing the likelihood 
of any disputes between these two parties. 

o In the event of an ATO review, having written 
arrangements in place will minimise the ATO’s ability to 
scrutinise or question the legitimacy of a packaging 
arrangement.  

• In addition to the above, the need for appropriate written 
evidence is also critical when applying the Otherwise 
Deductible Rule to certain benefits, with the ATO cracking 
down in this area. By having adequate written evidence and by 
complying with the ATO’s documentation requirements, the 
ATO will again have less room to question the validity of any 
reductions in fringe benefit amounts when using the Otherwise 
Deductible Rule



Retraining & Reskilling Redundant Employees (Or soon to 
be Redundant) – New FBT Exemptions Available

• From 2nd of October 2020 onwards, the costs associated with 
retraining & reskilling employees who are or who are soon to 
be redundant are exempt from FBT (S.58ZE). 

• For a cost to be eligible for this new FBT exemption, the 
following requirements must be met:

1. The expense must be in relation to training an 
employee, with the purpose of the training  being to 
enable the employee to gain new employment – there 
must be a direct link. 

2. The employee is redundant or soon to be redundant. 
3. The payment is not part of a salary packaging 

arrangement. 

• The type of costs covered by this exemption include seminar 
fees & course fees, textbooks, stationery, etc.



• From the 1st of April 2021, the turnover threshold for 
determining whether an entity is a small business entity 
increased from under $10 million to under $50 million -
allowing more business to access the small business FBT 
concessions & exemptions, such as the following:

1. The provision of multiple portable electronic devices 
(such as laptops, mobiles, printers, etc.) to 
employees during an FBT year is exempt from the 
scope of FBT for small businesses, assuming the 
item’s usage is primarily for work. This exemption 
applies even where an employee receives devices 
that are the same or very similar to a device which 
they’ve previously received during an FBT year 
[S.58X(4)(b)]. 

2. Small Business Car Parking – an exemption may 
apply [S.58GA]. 

GREATER ACCESS TO SMALL BUSINESS 
FBT CONCESSIONS & EXEMPTIONS



COVID-19 Concessions



COVID-19 TESTING & VACCINES  – FBT IMPLICATIONS?

Benefit Provided by Employer to Employee Does FBT Apply?

Transport your employee to & from a Covid-19 vaccination clinic 
(QC 63467) No – Generally FBT Exempt

Non-cash benefit (i.e. a gift card) provided as an incentive or 
reward for attaining a Covid-19 vaccine (QC 63467)

Yes – Unless another exemption 
applies such as the $300 minor 

benefits exemption 
Providing a Covid-19 test to an employee or reimbursing the cost 
of a test (both PCR & RAT Tests) (QC 63467) No – Generally FBT Exempt

An employee is stranded whilst travelling for work (I.e. Due to 
covid related travel restrictions) and the employer provides 
emergency accommodation, food or transport (QC 63467)

No – Generally FBT Exempt 

Provision of protective equipment (those which protect the 
employee from Covid-19, such as masks & sanitisers) (QC 63467) No – Generally FBT Exempt



EMPLOYEES WORKING FROM HOME DURING COVID-19 

Benefit Provided by Employer to Employee Does FBT Apply?

Provision of portable electronic devices, or 
reimbursing the cost of such items (i.e. laptops, 
printers etc)

No – Generally FBT Exempt. 
Further exemptions available for 
small businesses. 

Provision of office equipment (temporarily) No – Generally FBT Exempt

Provision of office equipment (employee gets to keep)
Yes – Unless another exemption 
applies such as the $300 minor 
benefits exemption  

Provision of counselling or health care for an 
employee who is working from home No – Generally FBT Exempt 



COVID-19 AND CAR FRINGE BENEFITS

If  a car was held by an 
employee at their home for a 

signif icant part of the FBT 
year, then any operating 
costs associated with the 

period in which there was a 
Covid-19 lockdown may be 

excluded from the car fringe 
benefit calculation. (QC 63467)

Please note that the above-
mentioned concession is only 
available under the operating 
cost (log-book) method & not 
under the statutory formula 

method. (QC 63467)

The ATO have issued a new 
ruling whereby no car fringe 
benefit wil l arise if  a car is 

parked/garaged at an 
employee’s home during any 
of the Covid-19 lockdowns, 
assuming the car was not 

driven or was only driven for 
the purpose of maintenance 

or repairs. (QC 63467) 



COVID-19 AND CAR PARKING FRINGE BENEFITS

If  as result of Covid-19, 
all of the nearby 

commercial parking 
stations (i.e. within a 1-
kilometer radius of the 

employer provided 
carpark) are closed, no 
car parking benefit wil l 
arise during this period 
in which the commercial 
parking stations within 

a 1-kilometer radius are 
closed. (QC 63467)

If  as a result of Covid-
19, all of the 

commercial parking 
stations within a 1-

kilometer radius of the 
employer provided 

carpark have a cost that 
is less than $9.25 on 

the day of 1 April 2021, 
then no car parking 

benefit wil l arise at all 
during the 2022 FBT 

year. (QC 63467) 

Off ice shut down due to 
Covid-19 (including the 
off ice car park) – no car 

parking benefit wil l 
arise for any day in 

which the Off ice was 
closed. (QC 63467) 

Numerous ATO concessions are available:

1 2 3



Travel, LAFHA & Relocation



Depending on the type of expense 
incurred, the FBT treatment of 
these expenses can vary 
significantly.

ATO finalised TR 2021/4: how do 
employers distinguish between travel, 
LAFHA and relocation in practice?

NEW RULING – TR 2021/4

Travel expenses
Taxable value can be reduced when 
travelling overnight on work

LAFHA
• Not eligible for the ‘otherwise deductible 

rule’
• FBT concessions available

Relocation expenses
• Not considered ‘otherwise deductible’ 

to the employee
• FBT concessions available



TRAVEL, LAHFA & RELOCATION

TRAVEL EXPENSES
Employee travels away from home 

overnight, in the course of performing 

their work duties

RELOCATION EXPENSES
Employee permanently relocates to 

another place of residence to perform 

their work duties

LIVING-AWAY-FROM-HOME 

ALLOWANCE
Employee temporarily lives away from 

their normal residence to perform their 

work duties 



WHEN IS AN EMPLOYEE CONSIDERED TO BE 
TRAVELLING OVERNIGHT FOR WORK?

01 02

03

04

05

Sufficient connection to the performance of employment 
duties

Required to sleep away from their usual residence 
overnight

Must not be living away from home from their usual 
residence at the location of travel

Must not have relocated to the location of travel

01

02

03

04

FBT TIP: Travel expenses will need to be apportioned between ‘business’ 
and ‘private’ if the trip has a dual purpose.



TRAVEL EXPENSES: ACCOMMODATION, 
MEALS AND OTHER INCIDENTAL COSTS

Reimbursement of employee 
accommodation and meals 
expenditure:

Can be ‘otherwise deductible’ under 
s.8-1 where an employee:
• Is required to stay away from their 

usual residence overnight
• In the course of performing their 

income-producing activities
• For relatively short periods of time

Allowance for accommodation 
and meals while travelling for 
work:

Not dealt with under the FBT rules unless 
considered a living-away-from-home 
allowance

Allowances paid to employees are 
generally assessable to the employee 
under the income tax regime.

FBT WARNING: Employees must keep an adequate travel diary when 
travelling for more than 5 consecutive nights

Employee accommodation, meals and incidental costs under TR 2021/4



PCG 2021/3: ‘RULE OF THUMB’ FOR EMPLOYEES
TRAVELLING OVERNIGHT FOR WORK

An allowance, payment 
or reimbursement of 
accommodation/ meal 
expenses is made to the 
employee

1 The benefit is not 
provided as part of a 
salary packaging 
arrangement

2 Allowances are included 
on the employee’s annual 
payment summary and 
withholding tax is remitted 
where required

3

The employee does 
not work on a FIFO or 
DIDO basis

4 The number of days 
travelled is:
• No more than 21 

consecutive calendar 
days

• No more than 90 
calendar days in total in 
the relevant FBT year

5 Must return to their 
normal place of 
residence as soon as 
practicable

6

Relevant substantiation 
documents are 
maintained

7



LIVING AWAY FROM HOME ALLOWANCES 

How does LAFHA work?

• Employee travelling with or without family (often 
unaccompanied)

• Maintain a home in Australia (not rented out)
• Limited to 12 months at a particular location
• May be considered secondment arrangements
• Exempt Payments could include food and accommodation
• Intention to return after ceasing work at the new location
• Drive in Drive Out and Fly In Fly Out have fewer restrictions
• Temporary accommodation used (such as hotel)

If done correctly: Significant FBT reductions on accommodation 
and food compensation paid to employees

LAFHA can be a complicated area, we would highly recommend  
receiving advice before entering into any arrangements.



WHEN IS AN EMPLOYEE CONSIDERED 
TO BE LIVING AWAY FROM HOME?

01 02

03

04

05

Change in the employee’s regular place of work

Overall period the employee will be away from their 
usual residence is relatively long (refer to rule of 
thumb)

Nature of accommodation becomes their usual 
residence

Employee can be accompanied by family

01

02

03

04



LAFHA: EXEMPT ACCOMMODATION AND MEAL COSTS

Requirements must be satisfied if the exempt accommodation and food 
components are to apply:

Exempt employee accommodation and meal costs under TR 2021/4

Amount of the fringe 
benefit provided

Taxable Value exempt accommodation 
and food components 

The employee 
must maintain a 

home in 
Australia at 
which they 

usually reside

The benefit 
relates to the 

first 12 months 
the employee is 

LAFH at one 
location

Substantiation 
requirements for 
accommodation 
and food or drink 
have been met

The employee 
has provided a 
declaration to 
the employer



WHEN IS AN EMPLOYEE CONSIDERED TO HAVE RELOCATED?

At a new 
location 
for an 

extended 
period

Required to 
move to that 

location 
permanently 

or 
indefinitely 
to perform 
their duties

Usual 
residence no 

longer 
available for 

them to 
occupy

Accompanied 
by family and 
belongings 
have been 

transferred to 
new location

Children 
attend school 

at the new 
location

Spouse or 
partner obtains 
employment at 

the new location

There is a 
change in postal 

address and 
electoral roll 

details

New ties to 
the local 

community 
are 

established

1 2 3 4 5 76 8



RELOCATION EXPENSES: ACCOMMODATION, AND MEAL COSTS

Employee accommodation and 
meal costs under TR 2021/4

Accommodation and meal expenses 
where an employee has relocated for 
work are considered to be living 
expenses and ‘domestic and private’ in 
nature.

These expenses are considered not 
deductible, and therefore subject to FBT 
where a reimbursement has been paid.

Limited concessions available in respect 
of relocation (refer to next slide).



RELOCATION EXPENSES: FBT CONCESSIONS

ENGAGEMENT OF 
RELOCATION 
CONSULTANT

s.58AA

EXEMPT BENEFIT

REMOVALS & 
STORAGE OF 

HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS
s.58B

EXEMPT BENEFIT

SALE OR ACQUISITION 
OF DWELLING AS A 

RESULT OF 
RELOCATION

s.58C

EXEMPT BENEFIT

CONNECTION OF 
UTILITIES AS A RESULT 

OF RELOCATION
s.58D

EXEMPT BENEFIT

RELOCATION 
TRANSPORT

s.58F

EXEMPT BENEFIT

EXPENSE PAYMENT 
BENEFITS IN RESPECT 

OF RELOCATION 
TRANSPORT

s.61B
REDUCTION IN 
TAXABLE VALUE

TEMPORARY 
ACCOMMODATION 

RELATING TO 
RELOCATION

s.61C
REDUCTION IN 
TAXABLE VALUE

TEMPORARY 
ACCOMMODATION

MEAL FRINGE 
BENEFITS 

s.61D
REDUCTION IN 
TAXABLE VALUE



What’s on the ATO’s radar?



There are a number of tax return labels that 
the ATO can look at when determining 
whether FBT applies

INCOME TAX RETURN LABELS TO 
WATCH OUT FOR IN RELATION TO FBT

• Fringe benefit employee contributions
• Contractor, sub-contractor and commission expenses
• Motor vehicle expenses
• Superannuation expenses
• Total salary and wage expenses
• Non-deductible expenses
• Payments to associated persons



Employers paying LAFHAs

ATO FBT AUDIT SPOTLIGHT

• LAFHA benefits attract concessional FBT treatment 
as covered earlier in the presentation

• The taxable value of LAFHAs can be reduced by:
• Exempt accommodation component
• Exempt food component

Substantiation of exempt accommodation and exempt 
food components are critical

WHAT YOU NEED

Substantiation of;
• all accommodation costs
• food costs exceeding ATO 

reasonable food amount

Employee Declarations = Yes

Evidence employee is 
maintaining their home in 
Australia (and not rented out)



FBT employee contributions

Where the FBT liability is reduced to $nil as a 
result of employee contributions, employers are 

still required to disclose the gross taxable value
of fringe benefits in the FBT return

Disclosure of certain benefits provided that are 
reduced by employee contributions are still 

required

Forfeit of tax deduction and GST to 
avoid FBT exposure

An employer cannot avoid paying FBT on a 
fringe benefit simply by choosing not to claim a 

deduction in respect of the benefit

FBT REMINDER: If a benefit has been provided 
in respect of employment, then FBT will apply 

regardless of whether a deduction has been 
claimed (TR 94/42)

ATO FBT AUDIT SPOTLIGHT



Applying the minor benefits 
exemption under s.58P

ATO FBT AUDIT SPOTLIGHT

A reminder that minor benefits can only be 
provided if all the criteria has been met:

• A benefit is provided in respect of an 
employee’s employment

• The value of the benefit is less than $300
• It would be unreasonable to treat the benefit as 

a fringe benefit in respect of some specified 
criteria

The benefit is provided infrequently and 
irregularly

Aggregated amount of the minor benefits 
provided

Practical difficulty of determining the notional 
taxable values of the minor benefits provided

Circumstances surrounding the provision of the 
benefits

01

02

03

04

RELEVANT FACTORS UNDER THE MINOR 
BENEFITS EXEMPTION

FBT REMINDER: The exemption cannot apply to in-house benefits, or meal 
entertainment or EFLEs where the 50:50 method applies



Contact us

MARIANA VON LUCKEN
PARTNER, TAX CONSULTING
HLB Mann Judd
P: +61 (0)2 9020 4095
E: mvonlucken@hlbnsw.com.au

EMY CHEE
SENIOR, TAX CONSULTING
HLB Mann Judd
P: +61 (2) 9020 4222
E: echee@hlbnsw.com.au
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